S.R.445 REGIONAL ROAD GARFAGNANA BYPASS TO CAMPORGIANO CITY CENTRE - CAMPORGIANO (LU)

DESCRIPTION: CONSULTING FOR PRELIMINARY, DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND DETAILED PHASE OF THE NEW BYPASS TO CAMPORGIANO VILLAGE OF S.R. 445 REGIONAL ROAD. PRECAST WALLS AND TWO MULTIPLE SPAN BRIDGES FOR A TOTAL LENGTH OF 155 M, IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF CAMPORGIANO (LU)

CLIENT: SHIRE OF LUCCA - LUCCA, ITALIA

STATUS: BUILT
PRIVATE ACCESS ROAD WIDENING – BAGNI DI LUCCA (LU)

DESCRIPTION: CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL DETAILED DESIGN OF A PRIVATE ACCESS ROAD WIDENING IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF BAGNI DI LUCCA (LU)

CLIENT: MR AUGUSTINUS RIETER
STATUS: BUILT
SHOPPING CENTRE IN MONTAIONE (FI)

DESCRIPTION: DETAILED DESIGN OF A 2300 SQUARE METRE SHOPPING CENTRE WITH MEZZANINE AND BASEMENT

CLIENT: LENCIONI COSTRUZIONI METALLICHE S.R.L.

STATUS: BUILT
NUMERO TOTALE PIASTRE: 26
- n°7 tipo 1
- n°5 tipo 2 (piastra 3-4-5-6-16)
- n°3 tipo 3 (piastra 1-2-7)
- n°1 tipo 4 (piastra B)
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING EXTENSION

**DESCRIPTION:** DETAILED DESIGN OF A STEEL STRUCTURE FOR THE EXTENSION OF AN INDUSTRIAL BUILDING IN VICOPELAGO (LUCCA). THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN INCLUDES THE ADDITION OF A NEW STRUCTURAL FRAME TO SUPPORT NEW MACHINERY AND THE STRENGTHENING OF THE EXISTING.

**CLIENT:** SELENE S.P.A.

**STATUS:** BUILT
FILTER ROOM FOR PAPERMAKING MACHINERY

DESCRIPTION: DETAILED DESIGN AND SHOP DETAILING OF A FILTER ROOM FOR A PAPERMAKING MACHINERY TO BE INSTALLED IN LAS VEGAS (USA)

CLIENT: OFFICINE MECCANICHE TOSCHI S.P.A.
STATUS: BUILT
INDUSTRIAL STEEL BUILDING IN BARGA (LU)

**DESCRIPTION:** DETAILED DESIGN AND SHOP DETAILING OF A STEEL INDUSTRIAL BUILDING IN BARGA (LU)

**CLIENT:** LENCIONI COSTRUZIONI METALLICHE S.R.L.

**STATUS:** BUILT
REDEVELOPMENT OF THE S.MARTINO GEOTHERMAL PLANT

DESCRIPTION: CIVIL STRUCTURAL AND FACADE SERVICES FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL REDEVELOPMENT OF THE S.MARTINO GEOTHERMAL PLANT IN MONTEROTONDO (GR).

CLIENT: ENEL S.P.A.
STATUS: BUILT
FINCANTIERI MEGAYACHT PRODUCTION FACILITY

DESCRIPTION: DETAILED DESIGN OF THE FINCANTIERI MEGAYACHT PRODUCTION FACILITY IN MUGGIANO (SP) – THE STRUCTURE FEATURES TWO X 50 TONN ES CRANES AND A SLIDING ROOF

CLIENT: COMETAL S.P.A. - PARMA

STATUS: BUILT
STEEL INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

DESCRIPTION: DETAILED DESIGN OF AN INDUSTRIAL BUILDING IN VIAREGGIO (LU).

CLIENT: LENCIONI COSTRUZIONI METALLICHE S.R.L.

STATUS: ESEGUITO
NEW 46M SINGLE SPAN COMPOSITE BRIDGE OVER MARINA RIVER

DESCRIPTION: DETAILED DESIGN OF A 46 M SINGLE SPAN COMPOSITE BRIDGE ON MARINA STREAM IN CALENZANO (FI)

CLIENT: LENCIONI COSTRUZIONI METALLICHE S.R.L.

STATUS: BUILT
SINGLE SPAN COMPOSITE BRIDGE OVER TRESSA STREAM

DESCRIZIONE: DETAILED DESIGN OF A SINGLE SPAN COMPOSITE BRIDGE ON TRESSA STREAM IN SIENA

CLIENT: LENCIONI COSTRUZIONI METALLICHE S.R.L.

STATUS: BUILT
STEEL STRUCTURE FOR GREENHOUSES

DESCRIPTION: GREENHOUSE STRUCTURES IN BELLARIA IGEA MARINA – RIMINI.

CLIENT: LENCIONI COSTRUZIONI METALLICHE S.R.L.

STATUS: BUILT
PIANTA DELLA COPERTURA

NOTE
- SIAO DI SEZIONE "A=A" VOLUME OE N° 557-001=100=102
- F.P. SEZIONI "B=B" VOLUME OE N° 557-002=492=403
- F.P. SEZIONI "D=D" VOLUME OE N° 557-002=492=403
SCAFFOLDING for “MODE CLEANER” platform

DESCRIPTION: DETAILED DESIGN OF THE “MODE CLEANER” LABORATORY ACCESS PLATFORMS AND WALKWAYS, IN THE EGO (EUROPEAN GRAVITATIONAL OBSERVATORY) EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY IN S. STEFANO A MACERATA, CASCINA (PI).

CLIENT: EUROPEAN GRAVITATIONAL OBSERVATORY
STATUS: BUILT